
2021 AA Division Rules

The objective of the AA Division is to provide fun and instructional play. This division will
offer a more in depth understanding of the fundamentals as well as introduce the
players to some of the finer details of the game. Instructions in the basics of player
pitching will also be included. The AA division will be player pitched and coach
“assisted”. The season will consist of 14 regular season games with the use of a
scoreboard and an end of season single elimination tournament. Seeding will be
determined by blind draw at beginning of season.

The 2018 edition of Little League Baseball Regular Season Regulations and Playing
Rules (“Green Book”), shall be used and officiate all games played except where such
rules are in direct conflict with the amendments listed herein. In such cases the
amendments listed herein shall supersede “Green Book” rules.

Field Set Up, Equipment, Safety and Game Management

1. A standard little league hard ball will be used.
2. Bases will be 60ft. and the pitching rubber will measure 40’ from the back of

home plate. An extra “safety” base will be used at 1st.
3. No metal cleats or “big barrel” bats are permitted.
4. All bats must have the USA baseball label on them. All bats with the USA

Baseball label on them are approved by Crystal Lake Little League.

5. All league provided helmets will have face masks. Although face masks are not
mandatory they are recommended for use by all players. Players who do not
have their own helmet must use a league provided helmet with face mask and
cannot borrow another player’s that does not have one.

6. All batting helmets must be NOCSAE approved and all batters and base runners
must wear their helmets on the field until they are inside the dugout. Any player
using a bat in practice or a game must wear a helmet. Helmet face masks are
permitted.



7. All male players must wear a protective cup to participate in a game or practice.
8. All catchers’ masks must include a hanging throat guard. (including hockey style

helmets)
9. All players warming up pitchers must wear a catcher’s mask and helmet.
10.Managers and coaches may not warm up a pitcher as a catcher at any time on or

at the field.
11. Both teams are responsible for setting up the fields before a game. Home teams

are responsible for locking up all necessary sheds and facilities.
12. If no prior league decision has been rendered, the ability to play a game based

upon field conditions and safety must be decided by both managers. If no
agreement can be reached, they must consult the Division VP.

13.Four (4) coaches other than the manager are allowed inside the dugout or on the
field of play during a game and all four (4) must wear their league issued hats at
all times with approved coaches pin for 2021.

14.Defensively, one coach is allowed to stand behind the catcher to retrieve passed
balls and expedite the speed of play but should refrain from coaching or
commenting on balls and strikes during this time.

15.Defensively, one coach is permitted to occupy the area behind the pitcher to
coach the defensive players, retrieve errant throws from catcher to pitcher and to
hold extra balls for the pitcher.

16.Each team should designate a scorekeeper for each game.
17.All games will be a maximum of 6 innings in length
18.No “new” inning will begin after 1:45 from the first pitch. It is recommended that

both managers meet with the umpire at the same time during each game when it
is time for the umpire to enforce this rule.

19.The official game start time is recorded immediately after the first pitch and
should be noted by the umpire and both managers at that time.

20.One (1) home plate umpire will be used and all of the umpire’s calls are the final
call.

21.A 10 run slaughter rule is in effect after the top of the 4th inning if the home team
is ahead and after the bottom of the 4th inning if the away team is ahead. Teams
may continue to play a slaughter rule completed game in their allotted time but
any additional runs will not count. However the pitches thrown will be counted
and need to be reported on the pitch count website.

22.Except for the 6th inning, all half innings are complete when 3 outs have been
recorded or 5 runs have been scored.

23.There are unlimited runs in the 6th inning.
24. If the 6th inning cannot be completed for any reason, the score of the game

reverts back to the end of the 5th inning.
25.Tied games that cannot be completed will remain as ties in the standings.
26.A game will be suspended and all players, parents and coaches must leave

the field to the protection of their vehicles when any adult or competent
source at the field sees any lightning. Teams cannot return to the field until
after 30 minutes and no more lighting has been seen. The act of seeing
lightning overrides any audible warning system.



27.All substitute players will be league approved 7 year olds or 2nd year A division
players from the A division and will be assigned by the Player Agent and Division
VP upon request. Substitute players must play in the outfield only and bat last.

28.All substitute players will bat last and can only play the outfield, 2nd base and 3rd

base in conjunction with the minimum play rules.
29.Canceled or suspended games must be reported immediately to the Division VP.
30.Suspended games will be picked up where they were stopped including batter’s

counts.
31.When rescheduling games, coaches will work together to find an available day

and time, and will notify the league VP division VP to schedule a field and
umpire.

32.The league reserves the right to postpone, cancel or reschedule any game at its
discretion.

33.Previously removed pitchers cannot return to a suspended game when it is
completed. All pitches thrown in a suspended game are recorded on the pitch log
and count as if the game has been completed.

Fielding

34.All players must play at least six (6) defensive outs per game unless a safety
problem has arisen and the opposing manager has been notified. They do not
have to be consecutive. It is strongly recommended by CLLLB that all players
play equal time in the field and that all players are exposed to multiple positions
as long as safety concerns are met.

35.No player shall sit two consecutive innings. All players shall sit at least one inning
prior to any player sitting a second inning.

36.All players must play an infield position for at least two innings each game. An
infield position is defined as Pitcher, Catcher, 1st base, 2nd base, Shortstop, or
3rd base.

37.No player shall play the same position for more than two (2) innings in the same
game.

38.All players must meet the participation requirement of playing both the infield and
the outfield at least one inning each by the fourth inning. No player should ever
play an infield position each inning for the first four innings.

39.Four players will be allowed in the outfield (left field, left center field, right center
field and right field). All outfielders must be at least fifteen (15) feet behind the
infield bases at the time a pitch is thrown. All base runners may be called safe if
outfielders are deemed closer than 15 feet to the infield bases when making a
play on a batted ball or a force play at any base. No outfielder may field a ball
(that has hit the ground) and tag a base or runner for a force out.  All balls fielded
by an outfielder must be thrown, flipped, or tossed back into an infielder, pitcher,
or catcher.  (An arc marking outfield depth shall be sprayed while setting up field
for game.)

40.The infield fly rule is not in effect.



Batting and Base Running

41.A continuous batting order will be utilized. (All present players will be placed in
the batting order) Any player that arrives after the first pitch must be placed at the
end of the batting order. A player that has to leave the game for any reason does
not become an out in the batting order when his turn at bat is reached. His turn at
bat is skipped in the order.

42.No bunting allowed at the AA level.
43.No “On Deck” batters are allowed on the field and the use of a hitting stick or any

type of batter training tool is not permitted during games on or off the field.
44.Normal ball and strike calls are made on batters but there are no walks. If ball

four (4) is reached, a coach from the offensive team will go to the mound and
throw a maximum of three pitches to allow the batter to put the ball in play. If the
batter does not put the ball in play after the third pitch, the batter is out and will
return to the dugout. The at bat does not end on a third pitch that is hit foul. If the
third pitch is hit foul, additional pitches will be awarded until the ball is put into
play, missed on a swing, or called a strike by the umpire.  The coach must pitch
from the kneeling position with a foot on the pitcher's plate (rubber), no
exception. The coach pitcher must use a baseball glove while pitching for
defensive purposes (being sure not to interfere with the gameplay but only to
defend themselves from an incoming ball). The player pitcher must stand to the
right or left of the coach pitching with one foot on the dirt that makes up the
mound area. If any coach intentionally interferes with play after a ball is batted,
the batter is out.

45.Batter’s hit by a pitch in the air or that has bounced first have the option to
continue to hit or to take 1st base however, no coach or manager may influence
the batter’s decision. If the umpire deems that
the manager or coach is trying to influence the batter’s decision, the umpire shall
call the batter out.

46.Base runners MUST slide feet first and/or attempt to avoid contact at all bases. If
the player slides headfirst or runs into a fielder without attempting to avoid
contact, the player is deemed out.

47.There are no leadoffs and no stealing. Runners must wait for ball and bat contact
before leaving the base. A runner who leaves a base early can be called out.

48.Runners cannot advance on any “overthrows” at any base. An overthrow is
defined as any thrown ball which goes past an infielder on an attempt to get a
runner out. This includes any balls thrown from an infield position to 2nd base or a
ball thrown to 2nd base by an outfielder attempting to get a runner out only.
Any other throw to the infield or a throw that gets by an infielder attempting to be
the “cut off man” is a live ball and the infield control rule below is observed.

49.No runner shall advance to an additional base after an infielder has control of the
ball. Once an infielder has control of the ball, the runner(s) cannot advance
unless they were already half way or more to the next base. Any throw by a
fielder that goes into foul territory will called a dead ball and all runners can
advance to next base as long as they had made it halfway or more to the next



base when the ball is ruled dead by the umpire. Umpires will be asked to call
“infield control” or “dead ball” to stop play in both situations. Note: It is very
difficult for one umpire to monitor the ball and the runners at the same time in this
scenario. Base coaches must honestly assist the umpire in placing runners on
the correct bases for this rule.

Pitching

50.Pitchers are limited to 50 pitches or 6 outs per game and can’t exceed more than
9 outs in any week Sunday - Saturday.

51.All pitchers are limited to 350 total pitches during the regular season. (The In
House tournament, All Stars and TDP pitches do not count against this number.)

52.Pitchers may finish pitching to a batter if they reach their maximum pitch limit or
the manager’s planned pitch limit during an at bat. The additional pitches
required to finish the batter will not count against the players pitch count. (For
example, if the coach wants to pull a pitcher at 35 pitches and the 35th pitch is
reached during an at bat, the pitcher can finish pitching to the batter and record
only 35 pitches for the game.)

53.The following pitching rules for rest apply:

20 pitches= zero (0) days of rest
21 - 35 pitches=one (1) day of rest
36 - 50 pitches= two (2) days of rest

54.Pitchers who throw more than 41 pitches cannot play catcher for the rest of the
game.

55.Pitchers who walk six (6) batters in one inning must be removed from the position
of pitcher after the 6th walked batter finishes his coach pitch at bat.

56.A pitcher must be removed from the position of pitcher if he/she hits three (3)
batters in one game.

57.Each team should have a designated pitch counter and pitch counters should
confirm pitch counts after each half inning.

58.Home team managers will be required to report pitch counts and scores via a link
on the CLLL website within 24 hours of the conclusion of each game. Visiting
managers will be required to confirm or challenge this information via the same
link within 24 hours of the home manager reporting it. Managers can also provide
umpire feedback through this program.

59.The strike zone will be from chin to ankles with three ball lengths on both sides of
the plate to encourage swinging and to increase rate of play.

60.No pitcher warmups will be allowed, between innings, to increase the rate of play.



Manager Conduct

“The actions of players, managers, coaches, umpires and league officials must
be above reproach. Any player, manager, coach, umpire or league representative
who is involved in a verbal or physical altercation, or an incident of
unsportsmanlike conduct, at the game site or any other Little League activity, is
subject to disciplinary action by the local league board of directors.” Section XIV
Little League “Green book”.

61.All coaches and managers must complete USA Baseball Certification.
62.Managers are responsible for the conduct of all assistant coaches, all players

and all team parents at the field of play.
63.Crystal Lake Little League has a zero tolerance policy towards managers whose

actions are abusive or threatening towards umpires, players, parents, coaches or
opposing managers.

64.Only managers may discuss any calls with the umpire. Assistants or
non-managers who repeatedly ignore this rule can be ejected from the field of
play by an umpire.

65.Any manager who is thrown out of a game for any reason is automatically
suspended for the next game which also includes coaching at any other level
until that next game is completed.

66.Managers that pitch players illegally, do not report pitch counts in a timely
manner or otherwise break the manager’s code of conduct are subject to a
possible game suspension for the first offense. Any such action will be
determined by the executive board of CLLL and the Division VP.

67.Batting orders must be exchanged prior to the game start preferably at the
pre-game meeting with the umpire.  Any player arriving after lineup exchange
has been completed will be added to the bottom of the batting order.  Failure to
comply with this will result in the offending team receiving a forfeit for that game.

68.At no time should a manager, coach, parent or player challenge or otherwise
publicly complain about an umpire's judgement calls. Balls and strikes, force
plays, balks and fair/foul calls are examples of judgement calls. An interpretation
of rules may be challenged but only by a manager with a copy of the rules and
the other manager in a respectful conference with the home plate umpire.
Ignoring this rule or repeatedly breaking this rule can result in disciplinary action
from the CLLL Board of Directors. 

69.There will be no protested games allowed.  All rules discrepancies must be
discussed, and resolved, by both team managers and the umpire on the field
when the issue is discovered.


